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Control Cable, Landing Gear, Tailwheel spring Inspections 
A technical tip. 
I spoke with a fellow Birddogger today and he mentioned to me that his son found a very 
serious situation in his Birddog during the annual inspection. 
While the subject matter is not new, the location is. This Birddog was just rebuilt a 
couple of years ago, and during the rebuild all of the flight control cables were inspected 
for serviceability. Every one passed the dry rag and visual inspections and all were 
properly tensioned uponreinstallation. 
While inspecting the aileron control system (we all say, "ah, the left wing 
aileron cable") they found a BADLY frayed cable. The location was below the 
floorboards where the aileron cable goes over the big pulley in the corner of the fuselage 
just before the cable turns upward toward the wing root. This is a totally new location for 
the aileron cables to fray. 
Over the past couple of years we have lost a couple of Birddogs during flight due to 
cable breakage. One was lost due to an aileron cable breaking in the left wing and 
another was lost due to the elevator cable breaking on takeoff. With the discovery of this 
aileron cable fraying to such an extent that only a couple of stands were holding it in 
place, we all have to realize that flight control cables DO NOT last forever. 
I have in my files, numerous reports from Vietnam that mention flat-spotted rudder 
cables in the aft end of the tailcone, so now we have included all of the major flight axis 
of the aircraft, with the potential for problems with the flight control cables, ailerons, 
elevator and rudder. 
There is no time limit placed on the flight control cables in the military 
manuals. They are an “inspect and remove and replace as necessary” (IRAN) item. Most 
of the Army Birddogs were overhauled at depot level approximately every 2,500 hours, 
and during the course of this inspection the cables might have been replaced, 
underscore might have. Could your ten thousand hour Birddog be flying with cables that 
have been there since Cessna produced it in 1951? Probably not, but there is no time 
limits on the cables, so really inspect them at each annual. 
Would it be a good idea to replace all of the primary flight control cables and limit their 
life to 2,500 hours! Probably. I know on my own airplane all of the cables were replaced 
with new ones when we rebuilt the aircraft in 1993. When the aircraft reaches 2,500 
hours from the rebuild I plan on another IRAN inspection. This will include replacement 
of all the flight control cables and installation of new pulleys too. 
 
There are many items in the Birddog that deserve some special attention, other than the 
flight control cables. The main landing gear legs and the main leaf on the tailwheel 
spring need to be inspected through the use of dye-penetrant or magnaflux inspection at 
least every 1,000 flight hours. More often if you land in rough fields or off airports. I have 
many photos showing the results of broken main gear springs or tailwheel springs and 
the damage to the airframe is quite severe. 
One French "E" model was tied to the ground in the Chicago area a few years ago. A 
friend was walking by the aircraft with the local FAA inspector. The friend made a remark 
how he had flown in that aircraft numerous times and how much fun it was. They 
continued walking and then they stopped in their tracks as they heard a BIG spring snap. 
They turned around to watch the Birddog kneel down on a stub of a gear leg, the right 
wing not touching the ground because the tie-down ropes were tightened securely. The 
owner was going out to demonstrate this Birddog to a prospective buyer in an hour. 
What a surprise that gear leg would of been during the first landing. The leg had been 
cracked for quite a while. It was just luck that it broke when it did. 



Tailwheel springs break too. While the damage is not as severe as a main gear, it still 
puts your Birddog in the sheet metal shop as you watch your rudder and tailcone get 
rebuilt or repaired. 
 
We all like the Birddog, but we have to remember that the Birddog is getting older and it 
takes more time and effort to make sure your Birddog is ready for flight. Let's make a 
concentrated effort to thoroughly inspect our Birddogs during the annual inspection, and 
set a personal time line for the replacement of cables and the non-destructive testing of 
the landing gear components. 
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